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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Transmission: 8-Speed
Automatic. Color: Laguna Blue Tintcoat. The salesman told me I should have gotten a copy of
the Carfax but it wasn't in my packet. When the salesman called to check on the purchase I
asked about the Carfax and was told he couldn't get me a copy because it was out of their
system. I paid asking price for the car and really think they should provide me with the Carfax
that they said I should have gotten. Chris was very helpful in dealing with my concern about the
dealership not including pictures on many of their listings. Color: Blade Silver Metallic. Had an
amazing experience with Doresey. He was very easy to deal with. Has a easy going demeanor.
Transmission: Manual. Color: Corvette Racing Yellow Tintcoat. Transmission: Automatic. I had
a great experience. They helped a lot and answered a lot of my questions and made sure I was
satisfied. The truck was not there as advertised. In the shop called back twice no response.
They have my number still not even a courtesy call. Too bad I was a serious buyer in need of a
truck. Drove miles one way to look at it. To find it was not there and in shop as informed by
manager. The salesman said it was sold. Left hand not knowing what the right hand was
doing-maybe. Color: Shark Gray Metallic. I emailed the dealer about the car.. They responded
back.. Then they started sending me emails for other cars. Salesman replied immediately and
answered a few email volleys with questions about the vehicle. Color: Arctic White. Salesman
Nelson was awesome Owner Manny got me excellent financing. Everyone was nice, friendly.
Was an enjoyable shopping experience. I loved the entire team! I love my new Tacoma and
Financing was fast, easy and within my budget. Car buying was fun for the first time! I look
forward to future buys at Certified Motors! Likely a front for amateur con-artists.. They called me
back quickly but only to give me little info on the truck and to send me to a shady link to apply
for financing. I get through the online process and i didnt recieve anything about it getting sent
to them or a pdf i could print or download, nothing. Still havent heard back from them. Color:
Torch Red. Yes they responded with numerous phone messages but never answered my
question or responded as requested by email only. Bought this car and love it. Dealership was
very helpful. Would recommend them to all. Although I did not purchase the Durango from C
and L they were top notch , very honest and helpful. Yes integrity is still alive. Special thanks to
Mark Hulsewede. The Chevrolet Corvette Stingray is an iconic American sports car, thanks to its
unshakable faith in sinuous curves, a pushrod V8, and its heritage name. Now in its third year of
a complete redesign, the Corvette is still offered in a wide spectrum of flavors. Chevrolet
changed little on the Corvette. The headlining change for this year is Magnetic Ride Control
separating from the Z51 Performance Package and offered on every trim. Other, minor
improvements include a chunky, leather-wrapped, flat-bottomed steering wheel across the
Corvette lineup and two new exterior colors, including Corvette Racing Yellow and Long Beach
Red. The rest may as well be academic. For example, 2LT cars offer heated and ventilated seats,
curb-view cameras, Bose audio, and a heads-up, windshield projection display. The 3LT
package adds leather surfaces everywhere, Napa leather seating, navigation, and the
Performance Data Recorder as standard. All trims can add the Z51 Performance Package that
includes bigger brakes, dry sump lubrication, an electronic limited-slip differential, improved
cooling, and summer tires. The Corvette employs a lusty 6. But more on that later. The 6. Direct
injection and cylinder deactivation move the LT1 into the current century by offering a whisper
of fuel efficiency in between shouts of power coming out of the rear. Like most Corvettes, power
comes on early and low from a supple torque band. Want proof? The 7-speed manual box is
crisp, albeit a little cramped. That automatic transmission, developed by GM, is wonderfully
adept at keeping the Corvette in its sweet spot during canyon drivesâ€”even on the track. For
pedestrian drivers like you and me, the Corvette is confidently overpowered and mildly savage,
without being raucous. Having said all that, the Corvette can settle with equal parts technology
and self-restraint. The aforementioned driving modes help deaden the fun pedal and steering to
an easy pace, suitable for Sunday drives. The passenger even has his or her own climate
controls, placed to their right, far away from the center stack. The Corvette sports 15 cubic feet
of available cargo room, although less of that space is actually usable thanks to the heavily
sloping rear window and proportions. With the removable hardtop stowed in the trunk, that
usable space dwindles to a backpack-size area underneath the roof. Nonetheless, with the roof
on, the back is perfectly sized for a weekend trip for two people. On the road, the Corvette
conveys a fair amount of noise through the cabin. Whether high exhaust revs on purpose or low
tire drones not on purpose , the noise is a fair trade for lightweight materials and supreme grip
beyond 1g. Massive 4-piston calipers arrest motion with alarming fun. The brake pedal is
progressive and reassuring; in hard stops the pedal presses back and conveys immediacy in its
braking force. When equipped with the Z51 package, the Corvette Stingray sports Although the
Corvette sports an ideal weight distribution, the optional adaptive suspension quickly settles
the car into a more neutral position, waiting for more. The cockpit and controls are skewed

heavily toward the driver. In front of the driver, the multifunction display relays multiple car
temperatures, rear differential slip, navigation, entertainment, and redundant speed info. For
entertainment, the Corvette is equipped with the latest generation Chevrolet MyLink system,
which includes phone, audio, and navigation when equipped information. The Corvette also
integrates OnStar, its telematics-based system that can offer turn-by-turn directions, vehicle
information, and emergency assistance. Additional OnStar features, such as navigation and
stolen vehicle assistance, are complimentary for 6 months. The Corvette comes standard with 4
airbags, including side-impact airbags and a protective cellâ€”even on the convertible.
Four-wheel antilock brakes complement automatic seat-belt pretensioners. The Corvette also
features mandatory, electronic stability control. In higher trims, the car features front- and
rear-facing cameras to assist when parking and backing out. The Corvette, in any guise,
represents a significant amount of performance and design for a relatively small outlay. After its
initial investment, however, the Corvette can get pricey in a hurry. With a thirsty V8 lump up
front, mildly effective cylinder deactivation, and an infectiously fun throttle to stamp, expect to
frequently fill its gallon tank with premium fuel. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Chevrolet
Corvette for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi
Nationwide. Find a Chevrolet Corvette for sale near me Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller:
Adam. Keller, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Request
Information. Private Seller: Artie. Miami, FL Message Seller. The Chevrolet Corvette Stingray is
the best American sports car on the road thanks to supreme performance, futuristic yet
nostalgic styling, and its significantly updated interior. R Coupe RWD. I think the C8 is one of
the best looking cars out there. I do not need another car I just want the c8 Corvette. Not
interested any other car. Wanted to buy a C8 Vette but was told it would be mid before I could
get one. Anyway, I bought the C 7 for the interim period. I like the front of the C 7 better than the
C 8. Why Use CarGurus? Chevrolet Corvette in Atlanta GA. Chevrolet Corvette in Chicago IL.
Chevrolet Corvette in Dallas TX. Chevrolet Corvette in Houston TX. Chevrolet Corvette in Miami
FL. Chevrolet Corvette in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet Corvette in Washington DC. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Transmission: 6-Speed Manual.
Transmission: Manual. Color: Corvette Racing Yellow Tintcoat. The guys at Platinum were very
helpful and reached out super fast. I bought the truck. Transmission: 7-Speed Manual.
Answered all questions, provided info requested, vehicle description completely accurate. All
vehicles at dealership very clean. Dealership detailed vehicle before delivery. Would contact
again in th future. But the sales person was very friendly and Knowledgeable. Color: Shark Gray
Metallic. Dealer responded promptly didn't waste any time and made sure i left with the vehicle.
The salesman and finance people are phenomenal. The went above and beyond for me and got
me in the car at a great payment and down payment. I would recommend them to anyone
looking for a used vehicle. I ended up buying my vehicle from them. No pressure sales Julian,
my sales guy, was pretty laid back and easy to work with. I'm usually pretty leary of used car
sales people but they were pretty ok. Great communication and free delivery. All the paperwork
was done online. The trade in process was quick. Great experience from start to finish! Chose
the car and it was delivered to my driveway the next day. Mike M. Would definitely recommend
Mike and this dealership to a friend! Worked hard to make the right deal for us. Will recommend
them to anyone. Thank you for your efforts. Color: Velocity Yellow Tintcoat. Hands down the
best car buying experience ever and would percent recommend!!! Emailed for information got a
quick response, my sale representative answered all my questions and was honest and helpful.
They're not actually able to sell the car right now because of active recall -- maybe it should be
listed that way so people don't waste time. The dealership did respond when I used the car
gurus app to contact them. It was when i called them on a follow up, that led me to believe i
would not choose to deal with them. I called and the person who answered the phone started
playing 20 questions as to why i called. Just no. Color: Night Race Blue Metallic. Images of the
original seven Mercury astronauts in their open-top Corvettes zooming along Florida's
straightaways in the s helped seal the deal for a car as American as apple pie. For nearly 60
years, the Corvette has provided a rocket-like ride right here on Planet Earth and has remained
practically in a class by itself, which isn't surprising, since that's how it started out. When GM

created the Corvette in the early s, the automaker was the largest company in the U. Enter the
Corvette, the brainchild of legendary GM designer Haley Earl, who envisioned a two-seat open
sports car, something GM had never built before. He reportedly took the name from a type of
small, maneuverable ship, which has its roots in the Age of Sail. Since its introduction, the
Corvette has been in almost continual production at GM, making it one of the longest-running
automotive marques still available. And for most of that time, the Corvette has retained its same
basic sport-oriented shape and style, although exterior, interior, and performance
improvements have pushed it solidly into the 21st century, where it continues to treat the
world's highways like its own personal playground. For , the Corvette remains a two-seat,
rear-wheel-drive sports car and makes no apologies for its power and performance, though
admittedly the engines have been tweaked for optimal fuel efficiency. A new Limited Edition
Carbon Z06 Corvette, which debuts in , comes tricked out with just about every cutting-edge
component imaginable, including a new Z07 Performance Package, which adds Brembo
carbon-ceramic brakes, Michelin Pilot Sport PS2 tires, and unique staggered wheels inch
wheels in the front, inch in the rear. It also comes equipped with a CFZ Carbon Fiber Package,
which adds rocker extensions, a front splitter, and a full-width rear spoiler. Chevy offers the
Corvette in a wide range of configurations and trim levels for A hp, 6. Although it's powered by
the same engine, it offers a wider body, larger brakes, a sport-tuned suspension, unique wheels,
and an available Magnetic Selective Ride Control feature, which stiffens the suspension at the
press of a button. The 6. The Z06, which slots in above the Grand Sport, pumps up the power
with a hp, 7. The big 7. At the top of the heap, the famed ZR1 lays claim to the title of the
Ultimate Corvette, thanks to its hp, 6. Not surprisingly, critics rave about the current version of
the Corvette, citing its incredible performance, sports-car handling, long list of attractive
add-ons, and relatively decent fuel economy as positive points. Some find the 'Vette's interior
somewhat lacking when compared to competitors from BMW, Mercedes, Audi, and Lotus, but
there's no doubt the Corvette remains very much an American legend, with equally legendary
performance and handling. Well into its sixth generation, the Corvette could use a
next-generation refresh, and GM has reportedly been planning one for several years.
Discussions reportedly have centered on a change in configuration from a front-engine design
to a mid- or rear-engine layout, but all recent signs point to the Corvette carrying forth its
current front-engine, rear-wheel-drive layout, as well as essentially the same exterior shape,
well into the future. Though groundbreaking on the outside, under its fiberglass skin the
first-generation Corvette called the C1 was fairly unimpressive. The original Corvette rode on a
chassis borrowed from GM's sedans, such as the Bonneville, Bel Air, and Impala, and for this
reason is often called the "solid-axle" Corvette because of its rear drivetrain and suspension.
Handling was improved by sliding the cabin back in the chassis, which redistributed weight,
and adding tighter, more responsive steering. Power came from a hp, cubic-inch six-cylinder,
which mated to a new two-speed automatic Powerglide transmission. While the car handled
well, especially in tight corners, performance was sorely lacking, according to early testers. In
the first year of production, because of a late start, only Polo White Corvette convertibles came
off the automaker's assembly line in Flint, Michigan. Those vehicles remain highly coveted
today. The slow start was due in part to GM's use of fiberglass for the first time for a
production-model automotive body. The fiberglass body was produced in 46 pieces by a
company in Ohio and hand-assembled at the plant, resulting in a slow process. Original exterior
design elements included round headlights, subtle tailfins, and a unique shark-teeth chrome
grille. For , production was moved to St. Louis, and additional exterior colors were added as GM
worked out the bugs with the fiberglass body. Sales were somewhat sluggish due in part to the
Corvette's lackluster powerplant. A new hp, cubic-inch V8, introduced in , helped jolt sales, but
an exterior redesign in made the Corvette legendary. A new chrome grille, concave sides, and a
sculpted hood, as well as the tapering rear end minus the tailfins, gave the Corvette a much
sportier appearance. Power was pumped up to hp, and for the first time Chevy offered the
Corvette with an optional removable hardtop. Horsepower continued to increase through the
late s, and Chevy added a number of new transmissions, including a four-speed manual
transmission in An extensive restyling in included new quad headlights and an updated interior
with a new steering wheel, dashboard, and instrument gauges. By , the Corvette's V8 engines
put out as much as hp. Another exterior redesign in gave the Corvette a "duck tail" rear end
with four round taillights. A second-generation Corvette, also called the C2 or "mid-years"
generation, debuted in and lasted until It's considered by many to be the most attractive
Corvette ever built. Drawing its design inspiration in part from the Jaguar E-Type, as well as
reportedly from a mako shark, the new Corvette adopted the Sting Ray name, which perfectly
described its streamlined shape, low cabin, and tapering tail, accented by hidden headlights,
non-functioning hood vents, and a split rear window. The second-generation Corvette sat on a

new ladder-style chassis with a shortened by 4 inches wheelbase and came equipped with an
independent rear suspension for the first time. A choice of cubic-inch V8s generated up to hp,
which increased to hp in , while a cubic-inch L78 V8, which debuted in '65, put out hp. However,
it remained for only a year, and was gone by ' In , Chevy upped the power quotient even more
with the introduction of the limited-quantity, cubic-inch L88 V8, which reportedly delivered
around hp. The Corvette received another makeover in , resulting in the C3 or Mako Shark
generation. Building on the previous generation's design, the third-generation Corvette
displayed more pronounced wheel flares, which gave it an overall more muscular look. It rode
on the same platform as the previous generation, and came in coupe and convertible trims.
Most of the previous generation's engines were still available, including the big L88 V8. The
legendary ZL-1 joined the lineup in , equipped with a tweaked version of the L88 V8, which
generated an eye-popping hp. The following year, Chevy switched up the rest of the Corvette's
powerplants, adding a new hp LT-1 cubic-inch V8 and a couple of new big-block, cubic-inch
V8s, which produced and hp, and replaced most of the s. Chevy made minor updates to the
Corvette's exterior in , in honor of the car's 25th anniversary, and introduced a new Silver
Anniversary edition. In addition, Chevy offered an Indy Pace Car edition, which commemorated
the Corvette's first time as the pace car at the The fourth generation Corvette C4 , which bowed
in , had a slightly shorter wheelbase by 1. Outside, the car displayed smoothed-out lines with a
clamshell hood and square headlights, while the interior came equipped with a new digital
instrument panel. A hp V8, which debuted in , became the standard powerplant for the
fourth-generation Corvette. In , Chevy unleashed a second Indy Pace Car Corvette, and a
number of limited editions followed, including the Callaway Corvette in , a 35th Anniversary
Edition in , and a 40th Anniversary Edition in For the fourth generation's final year in production
in '96, Chevy added Grand Sport and Collector Editions. Exterior styling for the fifth-generation
Corvette C5 , which debuted in , was evolutionary rather than revolutionary. While the 'Vette's
basic profile remained largely unchanged, with its long hood, hidden headlights, low cabin,
fastback-style rear window, and short, rounded tail, the body displayed more pronounced
curves, especially across the hood and flared wheel wells. Under its skin, the 'Vette was more
revolutionary, with all new components, including new powerplants. The Corvette sat on a new
platform designed for a more solid, stable feel, while the transmission either a six-speed manual
or a four-speed automatic was repositioned over the rear axle for better weight distribution
across the chassis. Better yet, the V8 managed up to 28 mpg on the highway. Although initially
available only as a coupe, Chevy added a fifth-generation convertible in , and bumped
horsepower for the V8 to hp. A fixed-roof coupe appeared in , followed by the debut of the Z06
Corvette a year later. It featured a stiffer body and suspension, more powerful brakes,
lightweight wheels, and a hp L6 V8, which was derived from the LS1. Horsepower for the Z06's
V8 was boosted to in , and a carbon-fiber hood and titanium exhaust system, added in , helped
further reduce the Z06's weight, improving performance. Chevy introduced a 50th Anniversary
Corvette in , which came equipped with the Magnetic Selective Ride Control system. The 50th
Anniversary 'Vette paced the Indy in ' The sixth-generation Corvette C6 appeared in , and
brought the Corvette into the 21st century. Chevy smoothed out some of the previous
generation's exterior curves, reworked the front grille, gave the 'Vette exposed headlights, and
added an all-new suspension with optional Magnetic Selective Ride Control and an optional Z51
package with a retuned performance-oriented suspension. Power came from a new hp, 6. A new
Z06 arrived in , with a hp, 7. With a six-speed manual transmission, time was reduced to about 4.
In , the ZR1 Corvette arrived in showrooms, equipped with a supercharged 6. The ZR1 included
a full-leather interior, and pushed the sticker price for America's sports car somewhere north of
k. Many considered the price worth it, though, as the ZR1 had a top speed of mph, and held the
distinction as GM's most powerful sports car. Naturally, early-production-run Corvettes are
highly coveted collectors' prizes, especially the original Polo White convertible versions. Many
collectors feel the second-generation Sting Ray, produced from '63 to '67, was the most
beautiful Corvette ever built, and those cars similarly remain highly collectible, as do the many
special- and limited-edition Corvettes produced along the way, such as the Anniversary and
Indy Car editions. Cars of both the current sixth-generation produced after as well as the
previous fifth generation produced from to '04 make good choices for potential buyers. The fifth
generation in particular displayed a curvaceous exterior, making it one of the sleekest 'Vettes
available, though some thought it drew too many styling cues from upscale imports. Some
owners also complained about the fixed-roof Corvette available in , since some felt the roof
design impacted the car's flexing and stability. The fourth-generation Corvettes, produced from
to '96, also make good buys, although some owners found it difficult to enter and exit the car,
due to its low stance and door design. Some reviewers also knocked the fourth generation's
large rear end, though it provided good cargo space. In addition, the fourth generation broke

with tradition, sporting squarish headlights rather than round or hidden ones. However, the
fourth generation performed well, and remains a good option for prospective buyers. GM's goal
throughout the Corvette's production run was to create a powerful yet affordable sports car. By
keeping sticker prices down as much as possible, GM was able to offer the car to a broader
audience than, say, some of the higher-end European sports cars. All generations of Corvettes
continue to hold their value well, and CNN recently named the Corvette as one of its Top 10 cars
when it comes to resale value. This means prices for many trims and models will be at a
premium, especially more recent versions. However, with a wide variety of production years,
generations, and trims from which to choose, buyers shopping for a good used Corvette will
more than likely find a version that matches their desires and budgets. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find a
Manual Chevrolet Corvette for sale near me Search Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer.
Image Not Available. Private Seller: Stephen. Parker, CO Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Learn
More about Chevrolet Corvette Chevrolet Corvette Overview Images of the original seven
Mercury astronauts in their open-top Corvettes zooming along Florida's straightaways in the s
helped seal the deal for a car as American as apple pie. Read more. If you never drove one
along a palm-lined California beach on a warm evening as the sun dips into the sea, it would be
easy to dismiss the Chevrolet Corvette Convertible as money foolishly spent. Why did Chevy
make the new Corvette a mid-engine car? The Chevrolet Corvette is the kind of car we'll wish we
had purchased in an era we know won't last. Its updated interior and stop-traffic good looks are
surpassed only by the car's blinding perfo. Chevrolet Corvette Reviews Review. I think the C8 is
one of the best looking cars out there. I do not need another car I just want the c8 Corvette. Not
interested any other car. Wanted to buy a C8 Vette but was told it would be mid before I could
get one. Anyway, I bought the C 7 for the interim period. I like the front of the C 7 better than the
C 8. Why Use CarGurus? Chevrolet dealers in Atlanta GA. Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL.
Chevrolet dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet dealers in Houston TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los
Angeles CA. Chevrolet dealers in Miami FL. Chevrolet dealers in New York NY. Chevrolet
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet dealers in Washington DC. Chevrolet Corvette in Atlanta
GA. Chevrolet Corvette in Chicago IL. Chevrolet Corvette in Dallas TX. Chevrolet Corvette in
Houston TX. Chevrolet Corvette in Miami FL. Chevrolet Corvette in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet
Corvette in Washington DC. Totally Free to Download and Enjoy. We come across a lot of
material when we research Corvette models including the original Corvette owners manuals.
While our list is nowhere near complete contact us if you have an owners manual we are
missing , we do have a bunch of owner manuals we wanted to share. As always, we want to
make sure this is available for free to download. The Corvette owners manual has changed a lot
over the years mainly due to the sheer increase in technology and functionality with every new
model. Overall though, your owners manual is your quick reference guide to your Corvette. It
outlines the important features in your Chevrolet Corvette, how to use standard and optional
equipment, what certain lights and indicators mean and much more. It is your operation and
maintenance bible for your Corvette. We find that when we work on our cars having the owners
manual for easy reference is invaluable. They are perfect for Corvette restorers or DIY tinkerers
at home. If downloading a copy of your Corvette operating manual isn't your thing you can still
buy original owners manuals online. I guess Chevy wasn't very creative back in the early days.
As you can see the owner's manual is almost exactly the same in the first few years. Feel free to
download these owners manuals and we hope they are helpful. We still have a gap in manuals
so if you have access and are willing to share with us please let us know. Clearly we need some
help from our readers when it comes to C2 owners manuals because all we could find was a
owners manual. If you thought getting our hands on C2 owners manuals was hard, clearly C3
owners need to show us some love and send over some manuals, because we came up totally
empty handed. C4 owners manuals are clearly as hard to get as C3 owners manuals. We need
help getting some so if you have them send them over. Corvettes For Sale. Submit News. Every
Model. Every Year. All C1 Corvette models and variants. Corvette Owners Manual. Corvette 4
Owners-Manual. Corvette Owners Manual Soon. All C2 Corvette models and variants. All C3
Corvette models and variants. All C4 Corvette models and variants. Quick Links. See also:

Service Manual , User Manual. Table of Contents. Previous Page. Next Page. Chevrolet Corvette
Manual 83 pages. Chevrolet Corvette Service Manual 61 pages. Page 4: Vehicle Symbol Chart
Introduction the text describing the operation or : Cruise Control Warning information relating
to a specific : Do Not Puncture component, control, message, Warning indicates a hazard that
gauge, or indicator. Page 8 In Brief 1. Air Vents 0 Passenger Temperature Voice Recognition
Controls. Turn Signal Lever. See Turn Climate Control System 0 Page 9: Initial Drive Information
In Brief Initial Drive : If equipped, press and release and then immediately Information press and
hold continuously to This section provides a brief open the convertible top all the way. Page
Door Locks In Brief 3. Start the vehicle normally after entering. When the vehicle starts, the
parking lamps will turn on. Remote start can be extended. Canceling a Remote Start To cancel a
remote start, do one of the following: Press and hold until the parking lamps turn off. Power If
the vehicle has lost battery power, Trunk Release open the driver door manually. For manual
transmissions, the vehicle must be off or stationary with the parking brake set. Pull up or press
down on the switch to raise or lower the window. See To adjust the seat: Power Windows 0
Page Heated And Ventilated Seats In Brief When Easy Exit Options is enabled For driver and
passenger controls, Press on the left side of the in the personalization menu, the press the
button once for the climate control panel to ventilate or seats will move rearward when the
highest setting. How to Wear Safety Belts Properly 0 Lap-Shoulder Belt 0 Push the mirror
outward to Adjustment Interior Light Control return it to the original position. The knob for this
feature is on the Interior Mirror left side of the instrument panel. Adjustment Turn clockwise or
counterclockwise to brighten or dim the lights. The lamps go on automatic mode. When the the
exterior lamps on and off move the lever to select the wiper doors are closed, press the lamp
Page Climate Controls In Brief Climate Controls The heating, cooling, and ventilation for the
vehicle can be controlled with this system. Passenger Temperature Control The passenger
temperature control is below the passenger side air vent. See Dual Automatic Climate Control 1.
Driver Temperature Control 9. Page Transmission In Brief Transmission The Manual Paddle
Shift system will For more information about shifting not allow either an upshift or a for the best
fuel economy, see Manual Paddle Shift downshift if the vehicle speed is too Manual
Transmission 0 Automatic Transmission fast or too slow, nor will it allow a start from 3 Third or
higher gear. Infotainment System See Cruise Control 0 See the infotainment manual for
information on the radio, audio Driver Information players, phone, navigation system, Center
DIC and voice or speech recognition. Press to open interaction menus on the Power Outlets
right. SEL : Press to open a menu or Use the accessory power outlet to select a menu item.
Brake 0 Only : Canada: New Chevrolet owners are automatically enrolled in the Roadside
Assistance Program. See Roadside Assistance Program 0 See OnStar Overview 0 If the The
Keyless Access system allows passenger door is open when for vehicle entry when the
pressed, both doors lock. Release the button to stop press and release and then on the first
door handle sensor movement. Page 30 Keys, Doors, and Windows transmitter inside the
vehicle. Page 31 Keys, Doors, and Windows 5. Press on each newly programmed transmitter to
6. Turn the key five times within 4. Turn the key five times within complete the process. Starting
the Vehicle with a Low Transmitter Battery If the transmitter battery is weak or if there is
interference with the signal, 8. Remove the old battery. Do not use a metal object. Caution 4.
Insert the new battery on the back housing, positive side When replacing the battery, do facing
down. Replace with a not touch any of the circuitry on CR or equivalent battery. Page 34 Keys,
Doors, and Windows During a remote start, the heated or lamps flash to confirm the A maximum
of two remote starts, ventilated seats, if equipped, may request to remote start the or a remote
start with an extension, turn on automatically. See Heated vehicle has been received. There is
an emission control So, wear safety belts system malfunction. The engine coolant temperature
is too high. Young children who get into unlocked vehicles may be The oil pressure is low. See
Climate Control Systems in the Index. If the vehicle is equipped with a power liftgate, disable the
power liftgate function. For more information about carbon monoxide, see Engine Exhaust 0
This handle will glow features; Page 41 Keys, Doors, and Windows On Solid : Vehicle is secured
The vehicle alarm system will not Unlock the vehicle using the during the delay to arm the
system. Fast Flash : Vehicle is unsecured. Page Immobilizer Keys, Doors, and Windows
Inclination Sensor and Intrusion and Inclination Intrusion Sensor Sensors Disable Switch In
addition to the standard It is recommended that the intrusion theft-deterrent system features,
this and inclination sensors be system may also have an inclination deactivated if pets are left
in the sensor and intrusion sensor. Page Exterior Mirrors Keys, Doors, and Windows If the
engine does not start and the Do not leave the key or device that Exterior Mirrors security light
comes on, there may disarms or deactivates the be a problem with the immobilizer
theft-deterrent system in the vehicle. Convex Mirrors system. Push the mirror outward to 30
seconds. The ignition is turned off. The dimming feature view of the area behind your adult, or a

pet alone in a vehicle, comes on when the vehicle is Warning To activate express-up, pull the
Leaving children in a vehicle with switch fully to the second detent and release. After battery
until the window is closed. Page 48 Keys, Doors, and Windows 7. Press the button on the front
of Warning Continued the rear release handle to unlock it. The latch lever and strike another
vehicle. Remove the roof panel only when 8. Stand on one side of the the vehicle is parked.
Page 49 Keys, Doors, and Windows 2. Insert the front of the roof panel Installing the Roof Panel
Caution so that the indents lay on top of the receivers. Warning Dirt, dust, or other
contaminants on the removable roof panel or An improperly attached roof panel cargo shade
could cause damage may fall into or fly off the vehicle. Page 50 Keys, Doors, and Windows 1.
Shift an automatic transmission the pins at the rear of the roof into P Park. Shift a manual panel
inside the openings in transmission into 1 First or the rear overhead weatherstrip. R Reverse.
Gently lower the front edge of the roof panel to the front of the 2. Follow these guidelines when
time without starting the engine to avoid draining the Do not use glass cleaner on the operating
the convertible top or vehicle battery. Page 52 Keys, Doors, and Windows 4. When possible,
operate the 6. After the convertible top is If the top still stops opening try the convertible top
when the completely open, a chime following: vehicle is stopped. The top can sounds and a DIC
message Move closer to the vehicle. Power RAP should be active. If the vehicle is moving or off,
the amount of time will vary If the vehicle battery is low, the The passive door unlock feature Lift
and pivot the convertible 0 Page 56 Keys, Doors, and Windows To protect the convertible top:
Make sure the convertible top is completely dry before lowering it. Do not get any cleaner on the
vehicle's painted finish; it could leave streaks. Power Seat Adjustment Raise or lower the front
part of the seat cushion by moving the Warning front of the control up or down. You can lose
control of the Raise or lower the seat by vehicle if you try to adjust a driver If your memory seat
positions are reached stops the If the seat is folded forward or position is stored to 1 or 2 but
this recall. Page Seatback Latches Seats and Restraints If recalling the exit position, Heated and
Ventilated Warning press and hold the appropriate Front Seats manual control for the exit If
either seatback is not locked, it feature not recalling for could move forward in a sudden
Warning two seconds. Page 62 Seats and Restraints seats are on high, the level may
automatically be lowered after approximately 30 minutes. The passenger seat may take longer
to heat up. Remote Start Heated and Ventilated Seats During a remote start if equipped , the
heated or ventilated seats can be turned on automatically. Page Safety Belts Seats and
Restraints The heated or ventilated seats will Safety Belts Warning Continued not turn on
during a remote start This section of the manual unless they are enabled in the passengers to
ride in any area of describes how to use safety belts vehicle personalization menu. If the should
I have to wear safety to buckle up. Statistics show that vehicle stops suddenly, you keep
unbelted people are hurt more often belts? Page Lap-Shoulder Belt Seats and Restraints pelvic
bones and you would be Warning Continued less likely to slide under the lap belt. If you slid
under it, the belt Always wear the shoulder would apply force on your belt over the shoulder
and abdomen. Page 66 Seats and Restraints 2. Adjust the seat, if the seat is locking feature may
be adjustable, so you can sit up engaged. If this happens, let straight. To see how, see the belt
go back all the way Seats in the Index. If a crash. For pregnant women, as for Pregnancy door is
slammed against a safety anyone, the key to making safety belt, damage can occur to both the
Replacing Safety Belt New parts and repairs may be Look for any other loose or necessary even
if the safety belt System Parts after a damaged safety belt system parts system was not being
used at the Crash that might keep a safety belt system time of the crash. Page Airbag System
Seats and Restraints Airbag System are also designed to help reduce Warning Continued the
risk of injury from the force of an The vehicle has the following inflating bag, all airbags must
inflate vehicle should wear a safety belt airbags: very quickly to do their job. Deployment
Warning Continued thresholds can vary with specific vehicle design. Do not put anything
Frontal airbags are designed to between an occupant and an inflate in moderate to severe
frontal airbag, and do not attach or put or near frontal crashes to help anything on the steering
wheel reduce the potential for severe The inflator, the airbag, What Will You See after advanced
technology frontal and related hardware are all part of an Airbag Inflates? Advanced technology
the airbag module. A new system will include for people with a history of A crash severe
enough to inflate airbag modules and possibly asthma or other breathing trouble. Page 74 Seats
and Restraints The passenger sensing system will Warning turn off the front outboard
passenger frontal airbag under A child in a rear-facing child certain conditions. No other airbag
restraint can be seriously injured is affected by the passenger or killed if the passenger frontal
sensing system. Page 75 Seats and Restraints as a reminder that the airbag is off. Page 76
Seats and Restraints 3. Remove any additional items sure that the vehicle seatback because
that person is not sitting from the seat such as blankets, is not pushing the child properly in the
seat or that the child cushions, seat covers, seat restraint into the seat cushion. Page Servicing

The Airbag-Equipped Seats and Restraints the belt go back all the way, braking, which helps the
passenger Warning and then buckle the belt again sensing system maintain the without pulling
the belt out all passenger airbag status. See Stowing of articles under the the way. Warning
modules, front sensors, side impact See Passenger Sensing System sensors, or airbag wiring.
For up to 10 seconds after the Your dealer and the service manual If you have to modify your
vehicle vehicle is turned off and the have information about the location If there are any
inspected and any necessary opened or broken airbag replacements made as soon as
coverings, have the airbag possible. For the location of the If an airbag inflates, you will need to
airbags, see Where Are the replace airbag system parts. Page 80 Seats and Restraints Sit all the
way back on the seat. It should never be worn over the Do the knees bend at the seat abdomen,
which could cause edge? If yes, continue. If no, severe or even fatal internal return to the
booster seat. In fact, the law in every Every time infants and young Warning Continued state in
the United States and in children ride in vehicles, they should have the protection provided by
every Canadian province says That could cause serious or fatal children up to some age must
be appropriate child restraints. Page 82 Seats and Restraints restraint will have a label saying
that it meets federal motor vehicle safety standards. The restraint manufacturer instructions
that come with the restraint state the weight and height limitations for a particular child
restraint. In addition, there are many kinds of restraints available for children with special
needs. Page Child Restraint Systems Seats and Restraints Child Restraint Systems Warning A
young child's hip bones are still so small that the vehicle's regular safety belt may not remain
low on the hip bones, as it should. Instead, it may settle up around the child's abdomen. In a
crash, the belt would apply force on a body area that is unprotected by any bony structure.
Page 84 Seats and Restraints Keep in mind that an unsecured Warning Continued child restraint
can move around in a collision or sudden stop and injure restraint properly in the vehicle
people in the vehicle. Be sure to using the vehicle safety belt or properly secure any child
restraint in LATCH system, following the the vehicle In whether the top tether is anchored
addition, the vehicle has a or not. Page 86 Seats and Restraints Rear-facing child restraints
should lit when you start the vehicle. Warning Continued not be installed in the vehicle, even
See Passenger Airbag Status if the airbag is off. Indicator 0 Page 87 Seats and Restraints 4.
Push the latch plate into the 5. Pull the shoulder belt all the 6. To tighten the belt, push down
buckle until it clicks. Page 88 Seats and Restraints 7. Before placing a child in the child
restraint, make sure it is securely held in place. To check, grasp the child restraint at the safety
belt path and attempt to move it side to side and back and forth. When the child restraint is
properly installed, there should be no more than 2. See Audio Players in Compartments the
infotainment manual. Storage Compartments Press the button again to raise the Warning
display and close the storage area. Storage Compartments.. Page Cupholders Storage To open,
press the button. See Caution there is a trunk partition to keep Vehicle Personalization 0 Page
Center Console Storage Storage The trunk partition is a flat carpeted Additional Storage board
with a horizontal flap that can Features be attached to the top of the trunk to provide additional
storage space. Cargo Cover If equipped, the cargo cover provides hidden storage in the rear
area of the vehicle. Page Convenience Net Storage Attach the elastic loops on the four Do not
use the cargo cover hooks corners of the cargo cover to the and tie-downs to secure anything
hooks on the front and rear corners but the cargo cover. They are not of the hatch. See
Compass displayed on the clock may not Use the accessory power outlet to Messages 0 for the
messages update immediately when driving plug in electrical equipment, such as that may be
displayed for the Use this power outlet for overload vehicle or adapter fuses. Warning Lights,
plugging in the battery maintainer, If a problem is experienced, see Gauges, and if equipped.
Indicators When adding electrical equipment, Warning be sure to follow the proper Warning
lights and gauges can installation instructions included with signal that something is wrong
Page Instruments and Controls Reconfigurable Instrument ring. Additionally, there are two
Includes a partial tachometer ring. There is also an There are four instrument cluster area used
to display icons or display configurations to choose images for the DIC or phone Page
Instruments and Controls Use the right steering wheel control Friction Bubble : A four quadrant
icon will be displayed when the lap to open and scroll through the visual display, indicative of
the four timer is active. Press SEL while the different items and displays. Warm is typical for
from Link to Drive Mode, Track, menu. Page Speedometer Instruments and Controls
Tachometer Fuel Gauge Software Info : Press while Software Info is highlighted to The
tachometer displays the engine display open source software speed in revolutions per
information. Page Boost Gauge Instruments and Controls When the ignition is on, the fuel The
gauge takes a few seconds gauge indicates about how much to stabilize after the ignition is fuel
is left in the tank. English This gauge shows the engine coolant temperature. When the vehicle
is started, this Metric light flashes and a chime may come If the gauge pointer moves to the

Page Charging System Light Instruments and Controls If the word ON or the on symbol is
Charging System Light lit on the passenger airbag status indicator, it means that the front
outboard passenger frontal airbag is allowed to inflate. If the word OFF or the off symbol is lit
on the airbag status indicator, it means that the passenger sensing system has turned off the
front Page Malfunction Indicator Lamp Check Engine Light Instruments and Controls If a short
distance must be driven Malfunctions are often indicated by Caution Continued with the light
on, be sure to turn off the system before any problem is all accessories, such as the radio
noticeable. Being aware of the light costly repairs not covered by the and air conditioner. If the
vehicle requires an Emissions required. Have the brake Brake Light system inspected right
away. See your dealer for service. Page Tire Pressure Light Instruments and Controls The
engine coolant temperature inflate the tires to the pressure value Caution Continued warning
light comes on when the shown on the Tire and Loading engine has overheated. Information
label. See Tire Pressure and the oil pressure is still low, 0 If the Lamps On Reminder system is
working normally, the indicator light turns off. If the light stays on and the engine does not start,
there could be a problem with the theft-deterrent system. Press to open interaction menus on
the Driver Information right. The fuel as possible. See Engine Oil 0 Page Head-Up Display Hud
Instruments and Controls Best Average Fuel Economy : This display may also show the If
equipped with HUD, some Displays the average fuel economy, number of cylinders the vehicle
is information concerning the the best fuel economy over the operation of the vehicle is
projected running on. English Metric Sport : Displays the vehicle speed, a circular tachometer,
gear position, English shift indicator, and G-Force meter. Page Instruments and Controls
content displayed depends on which pending. It appears until the feature is currently in use in
the maneuver is complete and then the instrument cluster. Interrupts The interrupt information
temporarily Metric Multiple HUD brightness setting is not messages may display one after the
English too dim or too bright. Page Instruments and Controls mode. Adjust your driving
available when this mode is mode is available only on accordingly. See Competitive selected. In
this mode the Traction Z06 models and models with FE4. If this message remains on, will be
heard when this Performance This message displays and a sound see your dealer for service.
Have the If this message displays when you This message displays and a chime vehicle
serviced by your dealer as are driving, there is a problem with may sound when there may be a
soon as possible. See Tires a problem with the vehicle. See If this message is displayed during
This message is displayed when the your dealer. Select and the following may This will lock the
infotainment See Manage Favorites in display: system and steering wheel controls. Settings
under Radio in the It may also limit access to vehicle Engine Sound Management infotainment
manual. If the vehicle is auto fan speed. Restore Vehicle Settings This feature allows the
adjustment This allows selection of restoring Calibrate Touchscreen of the sensitivity of the
speech vehicle settings. Select to calibrate the touchscreen, recognition system. Select Restore
or Cancel. Page Universal Remote System Instruments and Controls Universal Remote This
system can replace up to three To program a garage door opener, remote control transmitters
used to park outside directly in line with and System activate devices such as garage facing the
garage door opener door openers, security systems, and receiver. Page Instruments and
Controls transmitter was supplied by the programming is complete. At the same time, press and
If the indicator light does hold both the hand-held not come on or the garage transmitter button
and one of door does not move, a Page Operation Instruments and Controls press and hold the
same If the programming did not work, Erasing Universal Remote button a second time for
replace Step 2 under Programming System Buttons two seconds, then release it. Automatic
mode also Exterior Lamp Controls resets when the vehicle is turned off Exterior Lighting and
then back on again if the control Exterior Lamp Controls. If the Push the turn signal lever away
DRL can make it easier for others to vehicle is started in a dark garage, the automatic headlamp
system from you and release to turn the Page Automatic Headlamp Lighting To turn off the DRL,
turn the exterior There is a light sensor on top of the The automatic headlamp system lamp
control to the off position or instrument panel. Do not cover the turns off when the exterior lamp
shift into P Park. Page Hazard Warning Flashers Lighting lamps to turn on depends on the The
hazard warning flashers work turn signal flashes three times. When the wipers are no matter
what mode the ignition is If more flashes are desired, turned off, the lamps turn off. To in, even
if the ignition is turned off. Instrument Panel Entry Lighting To turn the courtesy lamps on or off,
Illumination Control Some exterior lamps turn on briefly turn the instrument panel brightness at
night, or in areas with limited knob completely clockwise or lighting, when The exterior lamps
and on. This protects against draining dome lamp remain on after the door the battery. To
restart the minute is closed for a set amount of time, timer, turn the exterior lamp control then
automatically turn off. To define a finish line, see Define Finish Line later in this section. If no SD
card is inserted, a message displays. If the system is unable to begin Define Finish Line

recording, the Start Recording button is grayed out. Page Infotainment System To set the finish
line, position the Video playback is not allowed while Exit : Touch to exit the current vehicle
with the front bumper at the the vehicle is in motion. The graphic fills to the Friction Bubble
Graphic: Lateral left or the right depending on the and longitudinal G-Forces are measure value.
The measured displayed as a dot within a G-Force displays as a number at bubble. It is
recommended that a blank SD card be used. Page Climate Controls When the AUTO indicator
light is Turn the knob clockwise or on, the system is in full automatic counterclockwise to
increase or operation. If the air delivery mode or decrease the driver temperature fan setting is
manually adjusted or setting. Recirculation mode is instrument panel outlets. Page Climate
Controls If equipped with heated outside Remote Start Climate Control The climate control
system uses the rearview mirrors, they turn on with Operation If Equipped : If remote sensor
information to adjust the the rear window defogger and help start is used to start the vehicle,
the temperature, fan speed, to clear fog or frost from the surface Page Air Vents Climate
Controls Air Vents Maintenance The passenger compartment air filter is on the passenger side
of the Use the tab on the air outlets to engine compartment near the Passenger Compartment
change the direction of the airflow. Page Climate Controls 3. Remove the filter and install the
new air filter. Replace the filter cover. Attach the retainer clips. Page Driving Information Driving
and Operating Driving Information Become familiar with vehicle Refer to the infotainment
manual for features before driving, such as more information on using that programming
favorite radio system and the navigation system, Distracted Driving stations and adjusting
climate if equipped, including pairing and control and seat settings. Turn the steering wheel to
go straight down the roadway. Take curves at a reasonable speed. Loss of Control Reduce
speed before entering a Skidding curve. There are three types of skids that Maintain a
reasonable steady correspond to the vehicle's three speed through the curve. Not changing the
engine oil to Participating in track events or other Slow down and adjust your 15W may cause
engine competitive driving without following driving according to weather Page Driving and
Operating shows the proper operating range Z06 Only: Limit vehicle load to the Alignment
values are targets. See on the engine oil dipstick. After the driver only, with no other cargo. Cut
three mm 6 in before being used in track driving lengths of safety wire specified Equipped to T
Stainless Steel, The rear axle fluid temperatures The following installation procedure 0. Page
Driving and Operating 6. Bring the ends of the wire tight Brake Burnishing Caution around the
corresponding rotor New brake pads must be burnished spoke. Twist the safety wire into six to
driving. Laps 2 and 3 should be Front splitter tall end caps that Stingray with Performance
gradually driven faster and replace the front splitter short Package-Carbon Fiber CFZ more
aggressively, while end caps. When the vehicle is good shape. Page Winter Driving Driving and
Operating freezing rain begins to fall. Avoid Turn off cruise control. Warning Continued driving
on wet ice or in freezing rain Blizzard Conditions until roads can be treated. Always have the
Stay with the vehicle unless there is For Slippery Road Driving: engine running and the vehicle
help nearby. Spin the wheels as little engine runs faster than the idle the vehicle, especially any
as possible and avoid going speed. Page Vehicle Load Limits Driving and Operating Vehicle
Load Limits positions 1 , and the maximum Warning Continued vehicle capacity weight 2 in It is
very important to know how kilograms and pounds. Overloading can also much weight the
vehicle can reduce stopping distance, The Tire and Loading carry. Determine the combined If
your vehicle will be towing weight of the driver and passengers that will be a trailer, load from
your Page Driving and Operating weight of the driver, passengers and cargo should never
exceed the vehicle's capacity weight. Certification Label Example 2 Example 3 1. Vehicle
Capacity Weight for 1. Repairs would not unsecured child restraint New Vehicle Break-In be
covered by the vehicle in your vehicle. Follow these recommended warranty. Do not overload
the When you carry guidelines during the first 2 km vehicle. Page Front Air Dam Driving and
Operating Avoid driving at any one Front Air Dam Warning constant speed, fast or slow, If
equipped, the front air dam has including the use of cruise The exposed edges of carbon
minimal ground clearance. Brake using a firm and steady keyless ignition with pushbutton
ignition will turn off, and Retained pressure. Do not pump the start. Accessory Power RAP will
remain brakes repeatedly. Page Driving and Operating Cell phone chargers can interfere See
Starting the Vehicle with a be flooded with too much with the operation of the Keyless Low
Transmitter Battery under gasoline. Try pushing the Access system. After you have moved If
torque lock does occur, you may 1. Fully release the shift lever the shift lever into P Park , hold
need to have another vehicle push button, and let go of the down the regular brake pedal. Page
Parking Over Things Driving and Operating Parking over Things When less power is required,
such Engine Exhaust as cruising at a constant vehicle That Burn speed, the system will operate
in Warning the half cylinder mode, allowing the Warning vehicle to achieve better fuel Engine
exhaust contains carbon economy. Then press the shift lever button and move the shift lever It

is dangerous to get out of the Shifting into a drive gear while the into another gear. See Shifting
out vehicle if the shift lever is not fully engine is running at high speed is of Park 0 Downshifting
the transmission in slippery road conditions could result in skidding. Page Driving and
Operating lever is still in D Drive. To exit the paddle to enter Temporary Manual For Vehicles
with a 2. The system hold the minus paddle briefly. Then, slowly let up on the clutch pedal as If
the vehicle is going faster than the accelerator pedal is pressed. ARM will be electronic braking
system that helps disabled, and the malfunction prevent a braking skid. The switch is on the Do
not pump the brakes. Just hold slowing down. If one of the wheels center console. Page Driving
and Operating 2. Lift up the EPB switch held up. If the switch is held up until and holding it
down. Continue to momentarily. Page Brake Assist Driving and Operating accelerator pedals in
preparation for brake pedal is released or brake Ride Control Systems starting the vehicle
moving in the pedal pressure is quickly intended direction. In this case, decreased. Page
Driving and Operating If cruise control is being used when The indicator light for both systems
Drive the vehicle. If comes on TCS begins to limit wheel spin, the is in the instrument cluster.
This and stays on, the vehicle may need cruise control will automatically light will: more time to
diagnose the problem. The vehicle driveline could be instrument cluster turn off. Use: driving.
Page Driving and Operating Throttle Progression Active Fuel Management engine Magnetic
Ride Control if cylinder shuts off equipped Adjusts throttle sensitivity by 4-Cylinder Mode
selecting how quick or slow the Adjusts the shock dampening throttle reacts to input. Normal
with automatic firmness based on driving transmission: The engine uses conditions to improve
comfort and Do not attempt to shift are systems designed to allow increased performance while
when the drive wheels do not These lights are on when the See Ride mode, the vehicle mode
must be modes. These modes are selected Control System Messages 0 Page Driving and
Operating Dry conditions only. For use by experienced drivers spin while launching the vehicle.
Allow traction is low, this feature allows applied to wide open throttle. Remove foot from the To
increase vehicle speed in there is a set speed in memory, accelerator. For each press, the The
cruise control indicator on the speed or press and hold to vehicle goes about 1. Always check
around the vehicle when parking or backing. Page Fuel Driving and Operating Curb View
Camera Fuel Warning Use of the recommended fuel is an The camera s do not display important
part of the proper children, pedestrians, bicyclists, maintenance of this vehicle. When crossing
traffic, animals, or any driving in the U. Page Requirements Driving and Operating 87 octane or
higher can be used, starting could be affected. Drive the Some gasolines, mainly high octane
but acceleration and fuel economy vehicle until the fuel is at one-half racing gasolines, can
contain an will be reduced, and an audible tank or less, then refuel with the octane-enhancing
additive called knocking noise may be heard. Page Driving and Operating Warning Warning
Continued Overfilling the fuel tank by more shutting off the pump or by than three clicks of a
standard fill notifying the station attendant. Vehicle performance issues, including engine
stalling and Filling the Tank With a Portable damage to the fuel system. Always check Warning
with your dealer before adding electrical equipment. Engine exhaust, many parts Tire Sealant
and and systems, many fluids, and For service and parts needs, visit Compressor Kit. Page
Lifting The Vehicle Vehicle Care airbags, braking, stability, ride and Lifting the Vehicle Warning
handling, emissions systems, aerodynamics, durability, and Warning Getting under a vehicle
when it is electronic systems like antilock lifted on a jack is dangerous. Page Lift only in the
areas shown in the following illustrations. For additional information, see Use only a service
jack with a lifting your dealer and the Chevrolet pad diameter of 64 mm 2. Always 1. Locate the
rear lifting points. Page Hood Vehicle Care Keep a record with all parts receipts 1. Pull the hood
release lever and list the mileage and the date of inside the vehicle. It is below any service work
performed. See the instrument panel on the Maintenance Records 0 Passenger Compartment
Air See Reservoir. Coolant Surge Tank and Pressure Cap. See Engine Coolant 0 Page Vehicle
Care 6. Engine Oil Dipstick. See See Adding Washer Engine Oil 0 Fluid under Washer Fluid 0 For
engine 0 for the location of the engine oil crankcase capacity, see oil fill cap. The engine oil
dipstick handle Capacities and Specifications 0 Page Vehicle Care The engine oil dipstick
handle is a tank and there could be no engine Warning loop. The dipstick is located on the oil at
all showing on the dipstick. See This is normal since the dipstick is The engine oil dipstick
handle Engine Compartment Overview designed to read the engine oil level Oil The vehicle may
have a levels above or below the racetrack-ready dry sump engine lubrication system. Page
Vehicle Care 1. Remove the two engine oil 7. Install the oil fill cap and insert Engine oils that
have been drain plugs from the bottom of the dipstick, if removed. One drain dexos1
specification are marked 8. Page Engine Oil Life System Vehicle Care will provide easier cold
starting for What to Do with Used Oil include engine revolutions, engine the engine at extremely
low temperature, and miles driven. Used engine oil contains certain temperatures. When
selecting an oil Based on driving conditions, the elements that can be unhealthy for of the

appropriate viscosity grade, mileage at which an oil change is Page Automatic Transmission
Vehicle Care and, at this time, the system must 1. Your dealer has trained Pages menu until the
transmission fluid level dipstick. Page Vehicle Care Caution Continued Warning may be
damaged and cause Operating the engine with the air engine coolant to leak. The air vehicle
warranty. Coolant Surge Tank with 1. Press up on the two indents at Warning the bottom and lift
the aero Panel panel off the bracket. Heater and radiator hoses, and The aero panel enhances
other engine parts, can be very aerodynamic efficiency and hot. Page Engine Coolant Vehicle
Care 3. Snap the aero panel into place. Page Engine Overheating Vehicle Care 2. Keep turning
the pressure cap Steps 1 4, then reinstall the If the decision is made not to lift the slowly, and
remove it. If the coolant is hood but to get service help right not at the proper level when away,
see Roadside Assistance 3. Sometimes the engine back on, continue to drive normally can get a
little too hot when the and have the cooling system Engine vehicle: checked for proper fill and
function. Warning Climbs a long hill on a hot day. Page Brakes Vehicle Care Adding Washer
Fluid heard all the time the vehicle is Caution Continued moving, except when applying the
brake pedal firmly. The brake wear warning sound When using concentrated means that soon
the brakes will washer fluid, follow the Page Brake Fluid Vehicle Care performance brake pads.
Brake may not work properly. The braking A fluid leak in the brake squeal is normal and does
not affect performance expected can change hydraulic system. Have the system performance.
Extended Storage: It is recommended that the battery maintainer package be used. However, if
not, remove the black, negative cable from the battery. All vehicle memory settings will need to
be reset when battery power is restored. If the shift lever pressure from the regular brake moves
out of P Park , contact pedal. Do this until the vehicle is your dealer for service. Page
Windshield Replacement Vehicle Care warranty. Do not allow the Headlamp Aiming Bulb
Replacement wiper blade arm to touch the Headlamp aim has been preset and For the proper
type of replacement windshield. Reverse Steps 1 3 for wiper 0 Number For replacement of any
LED lighting assembly, contact your dealer. Engine Compartment Always clear ice and heavy
snow Fuse Block from the windshield before using the Electrical System windshield wipers.
There is one fuse block in the Overload engine compartment on the If the overload is caused by
an passenger side of the vehicle. Page Vehicle Care Lift the carpet and access Spare door in the
center of the load floor to access the fuses. The Spare high-quality tires made by a resulting
crash could Spare leading tire manufacturer. See cause serious injury. Winter and ZR speed
rated tires. See Winter Tires 0 This special tread and 24 hours or more before being compound
will have decreased installed or driving a vehicle on performance in cold climates, and which
they are installed. Page Definitions Vehicle Care 3 Aspect Ratio A two-digit Tire Terminology
and Bead The tire bead contains number that indicates the tire steel wires wrapped by steel
Definitions height-to-width measurements. The DOT code some multipurpose passenger is
designed to seat multiplied by includes the Tire Identification vehicles. See Tire bands,
sometimes called wear Tire Load on an individual tire Pressure 0 and Vehicle bars, that show
across the tread due to curb weight, accessory Load Limits 0 Page Vehicle Care The Tire and
Loading For additional information Caution Information label on the vehicle regarding how
much weight the indicates the original equipment vehicle can carry, and an Neither tire
underinflation nor tires and the correct cold tire example of the Tire and Loading overinflation is
good. Set the cold inflation pressure to the maximum tire valve stem. Press the tire High-Speed
Operation inflation pressure shown on the tire gauge firmly onto the valve to sidewall, or kPa 38
psi , get the pressure measurement. Page System Vehicle Care Tire Pressure Monitor
Accordingly, when the low tire This sequence will continue upon pressure telltale illuminates,
you subsequent vehicle start-ups as System should stop and check your tires as long as the
malfunction exists. The Tire Pressure Monitor System soon as possible, and inflate them When
the malfunction indicator is to the proper pressure. See Vehicle Load information label. Tire and
Loading Information label This vehicle may have a Tire and its location. Using non-approved tire
sensor matching process. The The indicators at three or first rotation is the most more places
around the tire important. Anytime unusual wear is There is cord or fabric noticed, rotate the
tires as soon showing through the tire's This also applies to the spare tire, properly tightened.
See Wheel Tires if the vehicle has one, even if it is Nut Torque under Capacities Factors such as
maintenance, never used. Page Buying New Tires Vehicle Care of grease, gasoline, or other
vehicle, including brake system on proper tire rotation. However, substances that can
deteriorate performance, ride and handling, if it is necessary to replace only rubber. Page
Different Size Tires And Wheels Vehicle Care load range, speed rating, and control, electronic
stability control, Warning or All-Wheel Drive, the performance construction radial as the of
these systems can also be original tires. Mixing tires of different sizes affected. Page Vehicle
Care Traffic Safety Administration Quality grades can be found norm due to variations in driving
NHTSA , which grades tires by where applicable on the tire habits, service practices and

treadwear, traction, and sidewall between tread shoulder differences in road temperature
performance. Page Vehicle Care Warning Caution Warning Using the wrong replacement The
wrong wheel can also cause Incorrect wheel nuts or improperly wheels, wheel bolts, or wheel
problems with bearing life, brake tightened wheel nuts can cause nuts can be dangerous. It
could cooling, speedometer or the wheel to become loose and affect the braking and handling
of Steer to maintain lane position, and then control and a crash. Use another gently brake to a
stop, well off the type of traction device only if its road, if possible. Warning Always be sure the
proper tools Re-inflating a tire after it has been and procedures, as described in driven on while
severely Idling a vehicle in an enclosed Page Vehicle Care The tire sealant and compressor
Warning Continued can be used to temporarily seal punctures up to 6 mm 0. Do not the tread
area of the tire. It can also exceed the recommended be used to inflate an pressure. Page
Vehicle Care 5. Power Plug Punctured Tire 9. Tire Sealant Canister 3. Place the kit on the
ground. Press and turn the selector switch 1 counterclockwise to 6. Air Only Hose Black is
positioned close to the 8. Page Vehicle Care is on. Turn the compressor off therefore, Steps 12
18 must be maximum speed label from the to get an accurate reading. Page Vehicle Care If the
tire pressure has not Using the Tire Sealant and dropped more than 68 kPa Compressor Kit
without 10 psi from the recommended Sealant to Inflate a Tire Not inflation pressure, inflate the
Punctured tire to the recommended To use the air compressor to inflate inflation pressure. Tire
Sealant Canister 4. Remove the tire valve stem 9. Air Only Hose Black The compressor will
inflate the 8. Replace with a new canister when using the air only which is available from your
hose 7. Push the new canister into turn the tire sealant and place. They can be dangerous
because: America They contain acid that can For more information about the burn you. They
contain gas that can explode or ignite. Page Vehicle Care The battery is under a battery cover 1.
Check the other vehicle. Remove the battery cover and Check that the jumper cables Try to start
the vehicle that had do not have loose or missing the dead battery. See Window Indexing
professional towing service if the under Power Windows 0 Caution To tow the vehicle behind
another vehicle for recreational purposes, Incorrectly towing a disabled such as behind a motor
home, see The windshield wiper Exterior Care your dealer. Follow all must be off. Remove any
manufacturer directions regarding accessories that may be damaged Locks correct product
usage, necessary or interfere with the car wash Page Vehicle Care the vehicle as soon as
possible. Protecting Exterior Bright Metal Do not use cleaners that are not If necessary, use
non-abrasive Moldings intended for automotive use. Carbon fiber parts can be washed Clear
debris from the air intakes, Ice scrapers or other hard items. Use between the hood and
windshield, a clear or black pigmented wax. Page Vehicle Care require more frequent
application. Caution Caution Continued Black marks from rubber material on painted surfaces
can be removed by Chrome wheels and other chrome brushes. Damage could occur rubbing
with a clean cloth. See trim may be damaged if the and the repairs would not be Recommended
Fluids and vehicle is not washed after driving Caution scratches with touch-up materials
Visually check constant velocity joint available from your dealer. Larger Do not use acidic or
corrosive boots and axle seals for leaks. Page Vehicle Care hand lotions, sunscreen, and insect
use approximately 20 drops per Cleaning the windshield with water repellent from all interior
surfaces or 3. A concentrated soap solution will of ownership will reduce tendency create
streaks and attract dirt. Continue blotting until no removed, it may be necessary to more soil
can be removed. Page Floor Mats Vehicle Care Floor Mats Caution Continued Caution
Continued Warning Wipe excess moisture from these the vehicle, blot immediately and surfaces
after cleaning and allow clean with a soft cloth dampened If a floor mat is the wrong size or
them to dry naturally. Never use with a mild soap solution. Page Vehicle Care Do not use a floor
mat if the Installing and Replacing the vehicle is not equipped with a Floor Mats floor mat
retainer on the driver 1. Pull up on the rear of the floor side floor. Page Service And Maintenance
Service and Maintenance Service and General Information changes and tire rotations and
additional maintenance items like Maintenance Your vehicle is an important tires, brakes,
batteries, and wiper investment. This section describes blades. Follow this schedule to help
General Information Caution protect against major repair Page Maintenance Schedule Service
and Maintenance frequent checks and services. Schedule Normal are for vehicles that: Refer to
the information in the Carry passengers and cargo Maintenance Schedule Additional Owner
Checks and Services within recommended limits on Required Services - Severe chart. Page
Service and Maintenance a year and the oil life system must Visually inspect windshield wiper
Visually inspect exhaust system be reset. Your trained dealer blades for wear, cracking, and
nearby heat shields for technician can perform this work. See Exterior loose or damaged parts.
Follow the engine oil life system for every oil change thereafter. Services - Normal 1 Or every
two years, whichever comes first. More frequent replacement may be needed if the vehicle is
driven in areas with heavy traffic, areas with poor air quality, or areas with high dust levels.

Page Maintenance And Care Service and Maintenance Additional Battery Brakes The volt
battery supplies power Brakes stop the vehicle and are Maintenance and Care to start the
engine and operate any crucial to safe driving. Your vehicle is an important Signs of brake wear
may include investment and caring for it properly To avoid break-down or failure to chirping,
grinding, or squealing Page Service and Maintenance Hoses Shocks and Struts Trained dealer
technicians can inspect and recommend the right Hoses transport fluids and should Shocks
and struts help aid in control tires. Your dealer can also be regularly inspected to ensure for a
smoother ride. Page Service and Maintenance Windshield For safety, appearance, and the best
viewing, keep the windshield clean and clear. Signs of damage include scratches, cracks, and
chips. Trained dealer technicians can inspect the windshield and recommend proper
replacement if needed. Wiper Blades Wiper blades need to be cleaned and kept in good
condition to provide a clear view. Page Recommended Fluids And Lubricants Service and
Maintenance Recommended Fluids, Lubricants, and Parts Recommended Fluids and Lubricants
Fluids and lubricants identified below by name, part number, or specification can be obtained
from your dealer. See Rear Axle 0 for information on checking the fluid. Page Maintenance
Records Service and Maintenance Maintenance Records After the scheduled services are
performed, record the date, odometer reading, who performed the service, and the type of
services performed in the boxes provided. Retain all maintenance receipts. See Recommended
Fluids and Lubricants 0 Capacities Application Metric English Air Conditioning Refrigerant For
the air conditioning system refrigerant charge type and amount, see the refrigerant label under
the hood. Page U. Page Customer Assistance To assist customers who are deaf, assistance.
However, if a customer hard of hearing, or speech-impaired Service History : View and wishes
to write or e-mail Chevrolet, and who use Text Telephones print dealer-recorded service the
letter should be addressed to Page Program days a year. Calling for Assistance General Motors
North America and Chevrolet reserve the right to make When calling Roadside Assistance, any
changes or discontinue the have the following information Roadside Assistance program at
Page Scheduling Service Services Not Included in Road or Highway: Tow to the immediately,
keep driving it until it Roadside Assistance nearest Chevrolet dealer for can be scheduled for
service, Impound towing caused by warranty service, or if the vehicle unless, of course, the
problem is violation of any laws. Page Customer Information equipment and quality
replacement performance; however, the history of center that has GM-trained parts. Poorly
performed collision these parts is not known. Such parts technicians and comparable repairs
diminish the vehicle resale equipment. Remember, Vehicle make, model, and parts. Read the
lease carefully, as recycled parts will not be covered by model year. Page Reporting Safety
Defects Motors. The injuries occur. Privacy main purpose of an EDR is to Note record, in certain
crash or near The vehicle has a number of Request directions to be downloaded to the vehicle.
If equipped, OnStar provides these Emergency 3. Follow the voice-guided services: commands.
Page Connections OnStar 2. Say Repeat. OnStar ready, then a tone. Page Diagnostics OnStar
Locate the vehicle on a map 2. Say Call. System responds: End a Call U. Please say the name or
Press. System responds: Call number to call. Turn the vehicle s Wi-Fi hotspot ended.
Information OnStar services cannot work unless Press and follow the prompts to In-Vehicle
Audio Messages the vehicle is in a place where speak to an Advisor as soon as OnStar has an
agreement with a possible. OnStar services. These Cellular reception is required for The OnStar
system is integrated updates or changes may also cause OnStar to send remote signals to into
the electrical architecture of the a system to automatically the vehicle. Page OnStar may
unlawfully intercept or access above copyright notice and this unzip: transmissions and private
permission notice appear in all This is version Feb of the communications without consent.
Info-ZIP copyright and license. Page OnStar This software is provided as is, self-extracting
archive; that is the Zip-Bugs or Info-ZIP e-mail without warranty of any kind, permitted without
inclusion of addresses or of the express or implied. Page Index Gauges cont'd Headlamps
cont'd Speedometer Page Index Securing Child Restraints.. Print page 1 Print document pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL.

